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Breaking news...
NASA space base uncovers indigenous astronomers
amazing discoveries
Construction of the NASA facilities at the new Arnhem Space Centre has revealed archeological evidence of
advanced indigenous astronomical expertise.
Newly discovered archeological sites have uncovered a huge communal ceramic cooking pot, hitherto unknown
to aboriginal culture. Archeologists speculate the pot may have an oriental heritage.
The announcement was made by Dr Chris White-Short, the NASA director of Pyschoceramics (the study of
cracked pots).
The skeletal remains of several people have also been found, each in it's own charcoal lined pit. Long bone
measurements indicate these fully mature people would have been around 1 metre in height. This is similar to
the discovery of Homo Floriensis in the nearby Indonesian island of Flores in 2004.
NASA has discovered that the pot clay contains a high proportion of radioactive elements - No surprise when
most of Australia's uranium is mined in the Northern Territory.

SAS Dark Sky Site
Links and Resources

This means that the cooking pot can be radiocarbon dated, and this dating can be made even more accurate by
measuring the radioactive decay of the specific trans-Uranic elements,

Next Meeting:

The evidence certainly supports the fact that indigenous Australians used a very accurate atomic crock to
discover brown dwarfs inside black holes, as reported by a white dwarf.

July 23rd 2022
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting: 7:30pm

By SAS Institute (2022), https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=97206656

Presidential
Musings

Hi my fellow skywatchers, I hope you are well.
We have some fantastic news to share regarding our grant proposal at this meeting! I want to thank Michael
Adams for his tremendous efforts in putting the grant proposal together and lodging it.
WOW, JUST WOW!!! James Webb is living up to the hype so far! I have been captivated by the images that have
come in so far and I am looking forward to seeing more and the resulting scientific discoveries made.
During the school holidays I went on a family driving adventure to Winton. Let’s just say the sky is a little darker
out there. I visited the Cosmos Centre in Charleville and caught up with Tony Kim who works there. I also ran
into a couple of out SRAA friends who were there helping out due to covid.
Whilst I didn’t have room for my telescope, as Rachel was not on board with my mobile storage solution…which
required securing Emmett and Audrey to the roof of the car I did have a dslr and a tripod. I was able to get out
and take some images of the sky whilst in Winton. It happened by luck to be the new moon and cloud free
which made the sky even more spectacular and me quite jealous of the locals. I really recommend a trip out
west as our country is amazing and I have got the bug and will be travelling out again.
Anyhow, that is enough from me. See you all Saturday. See a reminder of our meeting schedule below…
515pm - Gates will be open for those who wish to arrive early and setup equipment.
530pm-615pm - Committee Meeting
615pm-700pm - Dinner, member catchup and equipment setup.
700pm - General Meeting
After General Meeting - Get our gear out for viewing/astrophotography opportunity (weather permitting),
supper and member catch-up.
See you all on Saturday!

Until then…

Get your gear out and point it up...

Regards Brendan Junge

Believable
News 1
James Webb
Space Telescope
– First images

The cosmic cliffs of a stellar nursery, a quintet of galaxies bound in a celestial dance: the James Webb Space
Telescope released its next wave of images, heralding a new era of astronomy.
"Every image is a new discovery," NASA administrator Bill Nelson said.
"Each will give humanity a view of the universe that we've never seen before."
The latest tranche included the "mountains" and "valleys" of a star-forming region called NGC 3324 in the Carina
Nebula, dubbed the "Cosmic Cliffs," 7,600 light-years away.

Webb also revealed never-beforeseen details of Stephan's Quintet,
a grouping of five galaxies
including four that experience
repeated close encounters, which
provide insights into how early
galaxies formed at the start of the
universe.
The telescope dramatically
captures shockwaves as one of
the galaxies smashes through the
centre of the cluster.

A dim star at the centre of the Southern Ring Nebula was revealed to be cloaked in dust, as it spews out rings of gas
in its death throes.
Understanding the molecules present in such stellar graveyards can help scientists learn more about the process of
stellar death.
The central part of the southern ring nebula looks like a non spherical soap bubble.
At the heart of the bubble are two
stars.
The bubble was formed by fast
wind coming from the central star (the
dimmer of the two stars) that ploughs
into gas that was ejected by the same
star when, in a previous phase, was a
red giant star, which puffed up at the
end of its life and lost most of its
mass into a gentle wind.
Then the core of the giant (which
is sun size or smaller) goes on to
making a fast but more tenuous wind.
This second wind ploughs into the
massive, gently moving wind
and makes the bubble.

You can see the shockwaves at the edge of this peanut shaped bubble (the red circle), which is the interface
between the slow massive mass-loss during the giant phase of the star, and the thin fast wind. Over time the shock
front cools, the gas contracts (making it look sharper).
In fact the shape of the bubble and of the material outside is complex enough that it is very likely that there was at
least another close star in the system.
This star may have merged with the primary star (the dim star) a while ago.

Also, you will notice that the pair of stars are not
in the middle of the nebula. This is hard to
explain unless the pair is in orbit with yet another,
far more distant star. In that case the main star in
the nebula makes the nebula (likely in
collaboration with its closer companion or
companions), and then moves out of the centre as
it orbits a distant companion. In this case
there could have been 4 stars in the system
originally.
For me the most amazing thing is that the shape
of this nebula which we knew already because of
the Hubble Space Telescope, keeps increasing in
complexity with better images, and hints to an
even more complex past than we suspected!!

But it’s not all just pretty pictures. A spectroscopic analysis of a gas giant exo-planet WASP-96 b was observed.

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-13/james-webb-space-telescope-live-blog-updates-nasa/101230634

Believable
News 2

Astro Anarchy has
moved to a new
location…
Shop 8,
Greenslopes Mall
700 Logan Rd.
Greenslopes
Birsbane 4120

With Voyager 1 data mystery, NASA relies on slow,
long-distance conversation
The spacecraft is operating properly, but it's confused about its location.
NASA's Voyager 1 team is trying to work out why the spacecraft appears to be confused about its
location in space, but the mission's distance from Earth makes solving the issue challenging.
The Voyager 1 mission launched
in 1977 with a design lifetime of
five years. Nearly 45 years and a
series of planetary flybys later,
the spacecraft is now around 14.5
billion miles (23.3 billion
kilometers) from Earth, exploring
interstellar space. The spacecraft
has made countless discoveries,
but has also suffered a number of
anomalies and mysteries. The
latest of these is junk telemetry
data being sent back to Earth.

"We have a problem with the Voyager 1 spacecraft," Thomas Zurbuchen, NASA's associate
administrator for the Science Mission Directorate, said at a meeting of the National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering and Medicine's Space Studies Board on Thursday (June 9), where he offered
more details about the situation and what it might mean for the mission.
While the spacecraft is operating well, messages from the Voyager's Attitude Articulation and
Control System, which keeps the spacecraft and its antenna in the proper orientation, are "not
reflecting what's actually happening on board," Zurbuchen said.
Getting to the bottom of this confusion is no easy matter, however, due to the vast distance
between Earth and Voyager 1, meaning long delays in the time it takes to communicate with
Voyager 1, almost making the spacecraft a victim of its longevity. "Imagine you have a
conversation with somebody in which you can only say a word every day," Zurbuchen said. "And
you only hear back every other day. That's the kind of discussion that we have."
Zurbuchen is confident that the Voyager team will solve the mystery, but noted that the
spacecraft cannot continue forever. In addition to the current communications issue, Voyager 1 is
also running at much colder temperatures than it was designed to because of the decay of the
spacecraft's nuclear power source.
"I'm not telling you that it's the end of that mission," he emphasized, noting that the team behind
the mission has addressed many glitches over Voyager's long life.
"Make no mistake, there were issues, even since I'm at NASA, that really were concerning about
Voyager; the team has solved it," he said. "But also, if one day, it's no longer solved, it is an
immediate success and we should take out the champagne."

Text and image credit: https://www.space.com/voyager-1-telemetry-mystery-troubleshooting

Starlink
again

Starlink satellite sightings are becoming more common.
Here's when you can spot them
Have you seen bright lights in a straight line travelling across the sky lately and wondered what they are?
As the world soaks-up the leap in human ingenuity from the first
images from NASA's James Webb Space Telescope, some people
have been wondering what they are seeing in the sky closer to
home.
An ABC Radio Brisbane listener told the Breakfast program the
lights seemed to be like a centipede of stars or lights travelling
through the sky towards him, going at "quite a speed".
University of Southern Queensland astronomer and
astrobiologist Jonti Horner said the lights were actually the
latest Starlink satellites belonging to Elon Musk, and such sightings were becoming more common.
"His company SpaceX launched [the satellites] in the last 24-36 hours and they were visible between about 5:21am and
5:26am over our region this morning," he said.
"A number of them, all in line, very close together, relatively bright.
"The satellites have been launched to provide the Starlink internet service and are causing astronomers no end of grief
because of the pollution they cause, and they're also really freaking people out.

If you live on the east coast of Australia and want to see the satellites, Professor Horner said they would be visible
again on Thursday between 5:36am to 5:44am and again on Friday at about 5:55am.

"It will be two or three minutes earlier at the southern tip down near Tasmania, and one or two minutes later if you're
in the northern end," Professor Horner said.
"It will depend where you are. They're moving around the earth every 90 minutes and if you're moving that quick it
won't take you very long to get across Australia."
Text and image credit: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-07-13/bright-lights-starlink-satellites-perplexcommunity/101236228?utm_campaign=abc_news_web&utm_content=mail&utm_medium=content_shared&utm_source=abc_news_web

Queensland
Astrofest
2022
At Duckadang
from
Friday
22nd July
to
Sunday
31st July 2022.

The Queensland Astrofest was first held in 1993 and has been held every subsequent year up to 2019. The world then went on
pause as we all focused on the health and well-being of communities at large; gatherings of people were restricted. Perhaps
only when something is halted, do we fully appreciate its importance, and this is certainly true for this iconic astronomical
event; an event which plays such a powerful role in popularising astronomy across all people in our communities, young and old
alike.
It is difficult to concisely encapsulate what Astrofest means to the thousands of people that have attended the event over the
past 29 years, from its humble beginnings in 1993 to the well-known and much-loved occasion it has become, run under the
auspices of several Queensland Astronomical societies. The event brings together people from all different paths in life to enjoy
a shared experience, to both teach and to learn from others and to pass on their passion to the next generation.
The Southern Astronomical Society is especially proud of the role it played in that early genesis of an event that would go on to
become one of the most enduring Astro Camps in the world today. We encourage all our members to indulge themselves and
attend one or more nights to appreciate how special the event is.
We would also very much like to acknowledge the extremely generous support we have received from our sponsors over the
years and they have really stepped up this year to make the return of Astrofest better than ever.
Sponsors for 2022 include:
• Astro Anarchy
• BINTEL
• Celestron
• Palmway Optical
• SailPoint
• Skywatcher
• Testar
• UNIFY Solutions
Full details of all our sponsors and the prizes they have donated this year, along with registration can be found on the Astrofest
website, https://qldastrofest.org.au.
We look forward to seeing our Southern Astronomical Society strongly represented amongst those attending.

SAStrocamp
July 29th- 31st

The Southern Astronomical Society is excited to announce the launch of our first official SAS members only Stargazing weekend
campout. We hope this will be the first of many successful events aimed at sharing our collective knowledge of practical
astronomy, and enjoy each other’s company in a relaxed, dark sky environment.
When - Friday July 29th to Sunday July 31st
Location – Kurrajong House, Woodstock, 231 Plunkett Rd, Tambourine, QLD 4270
You can bring your own tent or caravan and pay a site fee of $10 per tent or van for
the weekend. There are toilets available to all members.
All accommodation fees cover cleaning and property maintenance costs.
There are several great options for areas to set up your telescope as the property is
huge, but the main field beside the bunkhouse will have access to mains power.
There will be a BBQ on site for member use, and a light meal will be provided free of
charge on both Friday and Saturday evenings (sausage sizzle or similar).

No Dogs allowed, as there are livestock on the property.

If you would like to attend this even but are not a current financial
member, you may apply for membership by visiting our
website WWW.sas.org.au , click on the members tab and fill in an
application form.

Stellar
imagery
from our
members

Stuart
Clark
Eta Carina
Canon EOS 80 (I
Astro modified on
the previous
weekend) 417, 6second subs
@1600 iso,
Skywatcher
130/650
Reflector, Alt AZ
Skywatcher Star
discovery mount.
Stacked in DSS
and processed in
Photoshop.

Klaus
Schlussler
36 x 240 sec
IC4628 Prawn
Nebula
Telescope
SkyRover 115 APO
805mm
Mount NEQ6 pro
on Peer
permanent
Guiding Scope
80mm skywatcher
400mm f/l Guiding
Camera ZWO120
mono
Image Camera
ZWO 294 mc pro +
optolong filters

30 x 150 sec
M17 Omega =
Swan nebula

34 x 240 sec
NGC6357 War
and Peace =
Lobster Nebula

Glenn
Burgess
M17 54x30s
12inMeadeACF
and
LPS filter from
Gold Coast.
Captured with
SharpCap Pro,
stacking in
ImagesPus,
postprocessed in
StarTools and IP.

NGC6559 44x60s

M22 85x30s

M22 cropped
version
Glenn is trying to
capture the
planetary nebula
contained within
the cluster.
An attempt using
the L-Extreme
filter is next on
the shot list.

John
O’Mahony
Cats Paw Nebula
2.5 hours of
exposure time in 3
minute subs.
Zenithstar 103mm
doublet with 0.8x
reducer
ZWO 2600 osc
Celestron CGE
mount (guiding
this time)
Taken at Leyburn,
24th June 2022

Helix Nebula
2.5 hours of
exposure time in 3
minute subs.
Zenithstar 103mm
doublet with 0.8x
reducer
ZWO 2600 osc
Celestron CGE
mount (guiding
this time)
Taken at Leyburn,
24th June 2022

Mike
Geisel
Copernicus Crater
Esprit APO150 at
f7
ASI 178
3min best 45%
ASK!3

M16 – Eagle
Nebula
Narrow band
Sky Watcher Esprit
APO 80
ASIAIR PRO
ASI 1600mmHa, O111, S11 all
12 x5min

Dylan
O’Donnell
M20 Trifid Nebula
Celestron C11
Edge HD @ F7 /
1960mm
Skywatcher EQ8Rh Pro Mount
NexDome
Observatory
QHY268M Cooled
CMOS Camera
41 x 5m
(Hydrogen Alpha –
Red/Lum)
20 x 3m (Green)
14 x 5m (Blue)
Total : 5.5 hours
Exposure

Dale
Smalley
Gum 39
Celestron 9.25
Edge HD
Avalon M-Uno
ZWO ASI6200 MM
Antlia 4.5Nm SHO
filters
18 x 180 sec Ha
20 x 180 sec Oiii
10 x 180 sec Sii

Dragons of Ara
NGC6188

Celestron 9.25
Edge HD
Avalon M-Uno
ZWO ASI6200 MM
Antlia 4.5Nm SHO
filters
6 x 600 sec Ha
6 x 600 sec Oiii
3 x 600 sec Sii

Running Chicken
Nebula

Celestron 9.25
Edge HD
Avalon M-Uno
ZWO ASI6200 MM
Antlia 4.5Nm SHO
filters
31 x 120 sec Ha
20 x 120 sec Oiii
20 x 120 sec Sii

Badly framed
Gabriella Mistral
Nebula – small but
significant typo
when entering the
RA and Dec
coordinates - oops

Celestron 9.25
Edge HD
Avalon M-Uno
ZWO ASI6200 MM
Antlia 4.5Nm SHO
filters
6 x 600 sec Ha
6 x 600 sec Oiii
6 x 600 sec Sii

SH2-9
Celestron 9.25
Edge HD
Avalon M-Uno
ZWO ASI6200 MM
Antlia 4.5Nm SHO
filters
12 x 300 sec Ha
12 x 300 sec Oiii
12 x 300 sec Sii

Richard
Posener
Carina Nebula
Williams Optics
Redcat51, F4.9
APO;
Astro-modified
SONY A7III;
Skywatcher HEQ5;
ISO 3200,
71 x 30secs subs

Milky Way at
Leyburn:
Samyang 35mm,
SONY A7III
(unmodified),
8.0 sec at F/2.8,
ISO 25600.

Chessy
Majewski
NGC 2264.
Cone Nebula.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure 50
Exposures @ 180
seconds
Gain 56
Offset 25
High gain mode.
Camera
temperature: 0.00
deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L
Extreme.
Telescope: Saxon
8inch F5.
Coma Corr:
skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector.
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

M8
Lagoon Nebula.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure
Exposures @ 90
seconds
Gain 0
Offset 0
Photographic DSO
mode.
Camera
temperature: 10.00 deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L
Extreme.
Telescope: Saxon
8inch F5.
Coma Corrector:
Skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector .
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

M83
Pinwheel Galaxy.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure
Exposures @ 90
seconds
Gain 56
Offset 25
High gain mode.
Camera
temperature: 10.00 deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L Pro.
Telescope: Saxon
8inch F5.
Coma Corrector:
Skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector .
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

NGC 4945.
Galaxy.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure 50
Exposures @ 150
seconds
Gain 56
Offset 25
High gain mode.
Camera
temperature: 0.00
deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L
Extreme.
Telescope:Saxon
8inch F5 .
Coma
Corr:skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector .
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

NGC 5139
Omega Centauri
Cluster.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure
Exposures @ 90
seconds
Gain 56
Offset 25
High gain mode.
Camera
temperature: 10.00 deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L Pro.
Telescope: Saxon
8inch F5.
Coma Corrector:
Skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector .
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

M20
Trifid Nebula.
Camera:
QHY268C.
Exposure
Exposures @ 90
seconds
Gain 0
Offset 0
Photographic DSO
mode.
Camera
temperature: 10.00 deg celcius.
Filter: 2inch
Optolong L
Extreme.
Telescope: Saxon
8inch F5.
Coma Corrector:
Skywatcher
aplanatic coma
corrector .
Mount:
Skywatcher EQ6R.

Belinda
Simpson
127mm maksutov
ZWO 120mc
camera
Solar film filter
AsiAir plus

Brendan
Junge
Canon EOS 6D
10 sec
F3.5
24mm
ISO 26500

Canon EOS 6D
10 sec
F3.5
24mm
ISO 1600

Canon EOS 6D
10 sec
F3.5
24mm
ISO 26500

Canon EOS 6D
10 sec
F3.5
24mm
ISO 26500

Noeleen
Lowndes

Stuff for sale

Firstly, free stuff…
Ray Suckling has 2 mirrors for anyone interested in building their own telescope. - 6" f10 mirror that needs to
be aluminised and a 12" pyrex mirror and tool with central hole that has been ground but not polished. Free
of charge to anyone interested in a little ATM. – contact Ray via email rwsuckling@gmail.com
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Ralph Dunn has the following for sale…
1 Skywatcher Finder Scope 9 x 50 --90 deg
$100
Retails 130
1 Skywatcher Illuminated reticle 12.5mm/ 1.25"
$20
69
1 Skywatcher Diagonal Dielectric 2" for 1.25 & 2"
$150
390
1 Celestron Barlow X 2 Achro 1.25"
$10
45
1 x 2x Barlow 1.25" with T thread
$30
59
1 Zoom lens 1.25" 7-21mm
$30
79
1 Baeder Hyperion MK4 Zoom for 1.25 & 2"
$250
$375
1 Vixen NLV 45 deg 6mmm x 1.25
$20
$69
3 x Saxon Eyepieces, 8 Element 68 deg 1.25"
1 x 5mm, 1 x 8mm, 1 x 21mm
Each $70
$130
1 ZWO ASI 1.2 MP CMOS Colour Astro Camera
ASI 120 MC
$150
$380
1 Red Light Torch
$5
?
1 x O111 Oxygen Filter
$70
$143
1 x UHC--S
$100
$189
Wratten Filters Full Set + ND !4 in total
$120
$285
Contact Ralph on 0422 998 718 or see him at the July meeting
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

HardKorr battery box with 42.5 Ah LiFePO4 batteries
I’m upgrading to a 100Ah Thunderbox, so the HardKorr has to go. Loaded with 3 LiFePO4 batteries (25Ah, 10Ah and 7.5 Ah)
parelleled up to provide 42.5 Ah of capacity. The HardKorr box has three 12V car socket outputs, battery capacity and voltage
gauge, 4 Anderson outputs and an Anderson input for charging.

$100 – contact Dale 0419 311 560 (and I’ll throw in a LiFePO4 charger and cable)

Rear View Retro
Astrophotography
in the 1950’s
A 6V RA motor
manually controlled by
a rheostat and all
manual Dec tracking –
we have nothing to
complain about these
days….
(apart from Starlink)
(and light pollution)
(and gravitational
lensing).

And you can attach
your own 2 ¼ inch
reflex film camera or a
35mm analog SLR

Gift Voucher
Raffle

Astro Anarchy
Astro Anarchy have agreed to support the SAS $1000 Gift Voucher Raffle. The $5 tickets
can only be purchased at meetings.
200 tickets are available for purchase. Once they are sold the winner will be drawn.
Astro Anarchy also offer discounts for financial SAS members (another good reason to
keep your membership valid and up to date.)

Sky chart for
Brisbane for July
2022
To get a specific
chart for your
location and time, go
to… https://in-thesky.org/skymap2.php

About the SAS

What we are about…

A brief history

The SAS was formed in 1986 to promote Amateur Astronomy. The Society actively
encourages Observational Astronomy, Astrophotography, Telescope and Observatory Construction.
Many of our members specialize in one or more forms of observing and have indeed
become very proficient. Our members have contributed data for lunar & planetary
observations, comet observations, variable star observations and supernova searching.
Some members enjoy building telescopes, including the optics, observatories and ALL
our members have at some time or other enjoyed a good Astro Camp!
Monthly Meetings - Currently, the Society will be meeting once a month at
Oxenford Pony Club, Charlies Crossing Park, Upper Coomera. Anyone interested is
invited to attend a meeting to see what we do, or to join. Please contact us for further information. All
members and visitors are invited to contribute items of interest at
these meetings. The SAS Calendar is available on the website.
Membership - The membership fee is $35 annually. Membership cards are valid for
12 months from the date of payment. Financial members enjoy the facilities of the
SAS website, SAS Library and telescope hire.
SAS Website The site is a great way to access information about the upcoming
meetings, SAS newsletters, ‘Event Horizon’ (past and current), SAS outreach,
SAS Library information & book lists, Links & Resources, membership information
(fees etc.) and contacts as well as much more. http://www.sas.org.au/

Laser Pointers
If members own laser
pointers which they use
for astronomy, please
see the SAS Secretary.
Hand held laser pointers
with an output of greater
than 1 milliwatt are
restricted items and
classed as weapons.
Laser pointers up to 20
milliwatts are permitted
for use by members of
‘recognized astronomical
organisations’.
**PLEASE NOTE, SAS
TAKES NO
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
MEMBERS MIS-USING
LASER POINTERS
Links for both Qld and
NSW legislation in
relation to laser pointers
are listed here as well as
on the website.
QLD Laser Laws
NSW Laser Laws

Library - The SAS library has a good selection of books available as well some digital
media. Members may borrow items for a period of 2 months. The book list is available
as a pdf on the SAS website’s Library Tab.
Telescope hire - There are several telescopes available at a nominal fee for members
to hire. Hire fees include a returnable deposit.
SAS Facebook Group - This is a great place to catch up on the latest astronomy and
space news and to share your photos and ideas to the wider community as well as
advertise items for sale.
Field Nights - These observing nights are held occasionally (weather permitting),
giving members and visitors the opportunity to view the night sky through telescopes.
Newsletter - 'Event Horizon' is published each month and is available prior to the
meeting dates. The newsletter is emailed out via the SAS Mailing list (blind copy).
All members are encouraged to contribute articles along with their astrophotography.
Please contact us if you would like to be on the email list. The newsletter is also
available on the SAS website and is posted to the SAS Facebook Page.

2022 Calendar
Meetings are generally
planned close to the last
quarter moon
Moonrise will usually be
later in the evening
allowing for some imaging
after the meeting
formalities. Bring your
gear along to the
meetings (visitors and
potential members just
love this).

Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting: 7:30pm

2021

Meetings

Moonrise

Leyburn/New
Moon

January

Saturday 22nd

9:41 pm

Jan 3rd

February

Saturday 26th

12:31 am

Feb 1st

March

Saturday 26th

11:40 pm

Mar 3rd

April

Saturday 23rd

11:18 pm

Apr 1st

May

Saturday 21st

10:11 pm

May 1st & 30th

June

Saturday 18th

9:02 pm

Jun 29th

July

Saturday 23rd

1:49 am

Jul 29th

August

Saturday 20th

12:37 am

Aug 27th

September

Saturday 17th

11:50 pm

Sep 26th

October

Saturday 15th

11:09 pm

Oct 25th

November

Saturday 19th

1:44 am

Nov 24th

December

Saturday 10th

Dec 23rd

15th - 17th Easter

InOMN Sat 1st

Christmas Party

How to get there
From the south…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 60 Movie World
• Follow Michigan Dr
• Turn left at T junction
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at roundabout
• Turn left at Charlies
Crossing Rd.
From the north…
• M1 Pacific Motorway
• Take Exit 57
• Turn right into Tambourine
Oxenford Rd
• Continue through first 2
roundabouts
• Turn right over John Muntz
Bridge at third roundabout

Society Information
Postal Address:
PO Box 867
Beenleigh
Qld 4207
Meeting Venue:
Oxenford Pony Club
Charlies Crossing Rd
Upper Coomera
Committee Meeting: 5pm
General Meeting 7:30pm

The Fine Print
Event Horizon is emailed via blind carbon copy to protect your email privacy.
If you wish to be removed from the EH mailing list, please send a request via the
return email.
The Society’s web site and Event Horizon may contain images of, or may identify
members/friends attending Society and non-Society events such as meetings,
astro quiz, combined society’s meetings, field nights, Leyburn astro camps, AstroFest etc.
If you prefer to not be included in such imagery, please notify the society in writing. If members
require a copy of the constitution, please contact the Membership Officer
by mail or at a future meeting.
Images presented in Event Horizon and on the SAS web site are presented on good
faith as the original work of the person submitting them. The SAS and it’s members
accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever if the person submitting them has
used another person’s property without their permission or consent. Articles submitted by
contributors are the copyright of the contributor
(unless otherwise specified) and comprise their own technical and/or other
information and are not necessarily the opinion of SAS or it’s members.

President: Brendan Junge brendan@inmotionfitness.com.au
Secretary: Bronwyn Smith starlight4bronwyn@outlook.com

SAS Dark Sky Site

Leyburn Dark Sky Site

Site Details

Next New Moon Weekend: Friday 6th to Sunday 8th August 2021

Due to the current COVID-19
restrictions, please contact the
owners prior to any visit.
Leyburn is a 2.5 hour drive inland
from Brisbane & Gold Coast
This a privately owned property –
our hosts are Debbi & Mark
Bolton who live permanently
onsite.

The Dark Sky site is for SAS members only.
*By entering the site you agree you do so at your own risk.
PROTOCOL:
· ACCESS: The property can only be accessed on new moon weekends unless otherwise
pre-arranged.
· TO BOOK IN, ring Debbi on 0428 248526 and for more information about directions
and any inquires that you have about going out to the property .
· DAY & NIGHT ARRIVAL LOCK ALL GATES: dip lights at the gate to main observing field
- you will be greeted & guided to a park
· CHECK IN with Mark & Debbi and introduce yourself & pay your entry
fees when you arrive. (This is for your safety and the owners)
· COST : $10 contribution per adult per night or $15 for the new Moon weekend to
help with the cost of maintaining the observing field.
(Please pay Debbi on arrival or place in honour tin,
which will be near the toilet)

ACCOMMODATION: BYO tent, caravan OR CABINS in town cost $85 per room book on 07 46950155
· WEATHER : very extreme compared to Brisbane, VERY hot/cold - come prepared
· KITCHEN VAN onsite with cooking gas, pots, pans, plates, utensils

· POWER: BYO Batteries – bring your own power!!
· DRINKING WATER: BYO
· LOO : YES flushing onsite - with loo paper
· SHOP: 5km away - well stocked general store has hot showers ($2) with great burgers,
ice etc & local hotel with great value meals. Shop open 7am - 7pm
Mon - Fri, 8am - 5pm Sunday. During drought conditions, the showers may not be available.
· MOBILE PHONE: NEXT G works well (& internet) others barely
· CAUTIONS: heat / cold, flies / mozzies & the occasional snake. *So please take care in and
around the toilet and under caravans, cars, and wear stout footwear! Also, winters are very cold
(down to -6), so bring lots of warm clothes & bedding for an enjoyable weekend

Links and Resources

Sky charts: https://in-the-sky.org/skymap2.php
44 Closest Stars and How They Compare to Our Sun

Astro Guides
Astronomy Gear

Astro Anarchy carries a vast range of accessories, an expanded range of tubes and

mounts and binoculars by the dozen and offers mail order if you wish. Now online at
astroanarchy.com.au . Phone Mike or Pete 0412 085 224.
Bintel for all your astronomical gadgets. Telephone: (02) 9518 7255, Fax: (02) 9518 5711.
Email: info@bintel.com.au (use coupon code SAS30 for 10% off )
Street address: 84 Wentworth Park Road Glebe NSW 2037

Annual Astronomy & Science
Festivals

Queensland Astrofest held at Lions Camp Duckadang near Linville is an annual event

Links and Resources

held over a period of approximately 10 days, usually in late July or early August.
Check the link for details.

Astro Guides

Starfest Siding Spring: StarFest is the weekend (October long weekend each year) extravaganza of

Astronomy Gear

events hosted by Siding Spring Observatory during Festival of the
Stars and includes the popular Bok Lecture, the exciting Science in the Pub and the
full array of Open Day activities that occur on top of Siding Spring Observatory.
World Science Festival Brisbane is being held in Brisbane 6 years during March.

Annual Astronomy & Science
Festivals

For those interested in other fields of science as well as astronomy, videos of
some of the past lectures are now available online.

AstroToaster AstroToaster is a freeware application for obtaining semi-live views of astronomical

AstroPhotography

images using a DSLR, CCD (or any camera that can produce static
astronomical images)

Kingaroy Observatory opened for business on 29 June 2015 at the Kingaroy Airport.

Astronomical Observatories

Contact Jim Barclay on 4164 5595 or 0427 961391.

Sir Thomas Brisbane Planetarium: located in the Brisbane Botanic Gardens,

Mt Coot-tha. It features entertaining and informative programs for children and adults.
Mount Stromlo Observatory (MSO) is the headquarters of the Research School of

Astronomy and Astrophysics, located 18km southwest of the centre of Canberra,
in the ACT. Tours and observing nights are available via the website.
Siding Spring Observatory located atop Mt Woorut (~1160m) 27km west of

Free/Low Cost Science

Coonabarabran is Australia's premier optical and infrared astronomical observatory.
Check the website for tours.
Sydney Observatory Sky Maps and much more
Parkes Radio Telescope - Parkes radio telescope is an icon of Australian science, and one part of

the Australia Telescope National Facility. Follow the link for more details:
Twinstar Quest house & Observatory at Ballendeen near Stanthorpe.

28146 New England Highway, Ballandean, Queensland 4382, Australia

Email: twin-star@bigpond.com Phone: 07 4684 1135
BrisScience - presented by the University of Queensland. The talks are held once a

Special Interest

month on a Monday night at the Qld State Library – The Edge, at Southbank near
the Art gallery and Qld museum. Free entry. Supper provided.
See the website to register.
The Science Nation - Join world leading researchers, gifted comedians, and professional science

communicators as they battle wits and wittiness to uncover the top science
stories. Venue: The Edge, State Library of Queensland, South Brisbane.
tickets: $10 online, $15 at the door (cash only).

BOSS Supernova Search : Amateur collaboration of

6 friends from Australia and New Zealand who have worked together as a group since
mid 2008 to search, discover, record, and report new supernovae in the southern sky.

